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Foreword

The service animal pilot program and subsequent report is made possible in part through a grant from the Oregon Department of Transportation, and aims to summarize lessons learned, describe how to implement a similar program in other communities, adopt best practices, and to share that information to the State and any interested parties.

Special thanks to Susan Hekimoglu, Cosette Rees, and Kris Lyon of Lane Transit District, Heidi von Ravensberg at the University of Oregon, Arla Miller and Mark Bernard of the Oregon Department of Transportation, Tim Fountain and Sabine Martin of Rogue Valley Transportation District, Charles Dickson, Rick Krochalis, and the ELA cohort for their assistance as part of a Community Transportation Association of America project, and all of the participants of the service animal pilot program.

Thank you to Jimmy Craig for permission to freely use the “Dog Jobs” comic from theycantalk.com.

Please freely distribute. For additional information regarding the service animal pilot program, please contact:

John Ahlen
john.ahlen@ltd.org
Lane Transit District
1080 Willamette St.
Eugene, OR 97401
541.682.7432
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Paw Print Fast Facts

A paw print symbol on a passenger’s rider card lets the driver know that this passenger has already been asked about the status of their animal.

Program Goals:

- Minimize driver ambiguity and confusion about the status of an animal.
- Create a more consistent experience for service animal handlers.
- Promote expedited boarding.

122 Riders

92.2% overall program satisfaction rate

93.3% of riders perceived faster boardings

91.5% of riders perceived reduction in conflicts

77.8% of riders choose public transit more often

Rider Feedback:

“Kudos to LTD for having this program, as well as other services for making public transit in Eugene/Springfield area easier for persons with disabilities.”

197 Drivers

80.1% overall program satisfaction rate

90.7% of drivers perceived faster boardings

78.0% of drivers perceived reduction in conflicts

72.7% of drivers gave a passenger a referral

Driver Feedback:

“The nice thing about the program is that it gives people peace of mind.”
Introduction

Communities, businesses, and transit agencies have been made painfully aware of the challenges inherent to transporting animals. There are no easy answers – policies that are too loose might create an environment that is perceived to invite conflict or injury.\(^1\) Conversely, procedures that are too rigid may be perceived to infringe on the rights of people with disabilities.\(^2\) The middle ground requires a degree of thoughtfulness of all employees in situations too diverse to always be prepared for.\(^3\)

The service animal pilot program formally began in 2018 as an attempt to create a better boarding experience for public transit passengers with service animals. The enclosed preliminary findings hope to establish the importance of a consistent voluntary system for expediting boarding when a service animal is involved, and create a pathway for other communities looking to implement a similar program.

The service animal pilot program quickly took a life of its own, even being renamed by both passengers and employees as the “paw print program”. As a voluntary program, its strength relies upon making transportation easier for everyone involved. Preliminary data appears to suggest this is true, with drivers becoming fierce proponents of the new program, while regularly informing service animal handlers of the benefits of participation. Riders have been consistently willing to overcome any one-time inconveniences in participation in favor of long term benefits in time and stress reduction.

Any quickly growing program comes with challenges, and success is not immediately reproducible independently of the greater context of the everyday policies and procedures that a transit agency chooses to implement. This document serves as one reference point for considerations when any transit agency reviews how it transports animals in general and service animals specifically. It is hopeful that transit agencies can build on any successes at LTD while avoiding some of the inevitable mistakes made along the way. Should other transit agencies choose to participate, the ultimate goal is to incorporate that additional data into a comprehensive analysis with utility beyond the state of Oregon.

\(^1\) Oregon family files lawsuit after 'emotional support' pit bull attacks 5-year-old daughter https://abc11.com/oregon-family-files-lawsuit-over-emotional-support-pit-bull/5164546/


i help my blind friend navigate the city

i make sure the airport is safe

i eat shoes
Summary

Improper service animal policies and procedures can create liabilities for transit agencies and frustrating experiences for drivers and riders. A service animal pilot program in Lane County, Oregon aims to demonstrate an initial framework for best practices and procedures when transit agencies look to create improved, consistent experiences for their riders and drivers.

The addition of a service animal “paw print” endorsement onto a rider card has shown dramatic results at Lane Transit District (LTD). An 80% program satisfaction rate for drivers, and an over 90% satisfaction rate for passengers points towards the program being an overall improvement from past practice. Both riders and drivers generally perceive boardings with a paw print to be faster, and with fewer conflicts. Riders also generally report choosing to ride public transit more frequently when using a paw print. LTD now looks to expand the program into other communities to achieve a larger data set, most recently partnering with Rogue Valley Transit District in 2019.

Starting a similar program requires an investment in rider education and driver training. While there cannot be a “magic bullet” solution that solves all problems regarding service animals on public transit, transit agencies should not resign themselves to simply waiting or hoping for regulatory changes to how the ADA is applied.

Service animals and animals in general are clearly treated inconsistently throughout different transit districts, and there is potential for disparate treatment from within a singular public transit system. This increases the risk of liability. A more centralized system utilizing a smaller number of employees with service animal expertise can help relieve some of that pressure. However, the rewards of implementation could also include the potential to trade conflicts that may result in unnecessarily costly litigation in favor of positive outcomes for everyone.

This document is a starting place to have that conversation, and find what works best for Oregon and for the country. Best practices will need to adapt and evolve, but first transit agencies need to make sure they are being intentional about crafting and deploying their service animal policies. We have found that as a transit agency, with some effort we could better serve our community. The challenge to all transit agencies is to do the same.
LANE TRANSIT DISTRICT
Demographics at a glance

UNITED STATES
321,004,407 People
12.6% People with disabilities
14.9% Age 65+
7.7% Veterans

OREGON
3,985,781 People
14.6% People with disabilities
16.2% Age 65+
9.2% Veterans

LANE COUNTY
361,882 People
16.8% People with disabilities
17.7% Age 65+
9.4% Veterans

Data according to 2017 Community Survey, factfinder.census.gov
This program fully acknowledges that what works best in Lane County may not work in other communities with different populations and different needs. To that end, included is some brief information about demographic considerations, while also recognizing the need for other transit agencies to collect data to improve the data set while establishing greater consistency across different geographies.

Lane County has proportionally more people with disabilities, older adults, and veterans than both Oregon and the United States. This made LTD particularly well positioned for a pilot program with a critical mass of riders who use service animals.

It is challenging to estimate how many service animals exist in Lane County, in Oregon, and in the United States. There does not exist a comprehensive service animal registry. Handlers may choose to self-train their service animals, and so there is no data source that points to an overall estimate of real significance. Guide dogs tend to involve training through organizations and provide one starting point. The California State Guide Dog Board estimates 10,000 guide dogs in the United States. Service Dog Central\(^4\) references a University of Arizona study that estimates .9% of people with disabilities utilize a service animal, at a total of approximately 387,000 service dogs across the U.S., and very roughly estimating 547 service animals in Lane County.

Rider Cards

Throughout the 2018 pilot project period, Lane Transit District issued 5,953 individual rider cards. Rider cards can indicate a variety of different statuses, such as “honored riders”, meaning riders age 65 and older who ride for free, or half fare riders, a program requirement for fixed route services supported with §5307 funds. Lane Transit District goes above and beyond federal minimums\(^5\) for determining half fare eligibility. Criteria includes Medicare recipients, Social Security Income or Disability benefit recipients, Veteran’s Administration benefit recipients at 50% or greater disability or non-service connected pension, or an individual with a disability requiring specialized facilities, planning, or design to utilize LTD transportation services. These accommodations can include utilizing lifts or ramps, Braille signage, assistance from a driver, priority seating, travel training, stop announcements, or to accommodate numerous other needs. Certain riders who do not identify with having a disability, for

Rider Feedback:

“As an elderly person with an invisible disability, who has sometimes not gone out of the house for weeks following an altercation regarding my dog, I am extremely grateful for this positive and creative solution. Thank you so much.”

---

\(^4\) [http://www.servicedogcentral.org/content/](http://www.servicedogcentral.org/content/)

\(^5\) FTA Circular 9030.1E, “Urbanized Area Formula Program: Program Guidance and Application Instructions”
example a member of the Deaf community may also deemed eligible for a rider card. All riders who use a service animal are considered eligible for half fare.

Rider cards can be used to show fare to a driver, such as by applying monthly fare stickers, or can be used to purchase and use designated fares at half price. Additional endorsements can be reflected on the cards, most commonly indicating that someone may bring an attendant with them who is not charged a fare, or a paw print indicating participation in the service animal pilot program. A new rider card comes with a lanyard, making it easy for riders to show their driver everything needed for them to ride. In particular, for many passengers with disabilities a lanyard can make it easy to transport and display the card without needing to dig through a purse, pocket, or wallet.

![A sample rider card featuring a paw print.](image)

**Paw Prints**

Perhaps more important than what a paw print endorsement is, is what it is not. There is no federally recognized service animal licensing or certification program. Rider cards with paw print endorsements do not purport to be any form of certification, make no claims about the status of any particular animal, and are not useful or transferrable outside of the context of local transit district service.

What paw prints do indicate, is that staff has already inquired about the status of their service animal, and that they do not need to be asked again. It does not imply anything about the behavior of the animal or its handler. However, during the process of receiving a paw print, handlers are made aware that their service animals are held to a behavioral standard. Consistent with behavioral policies

---

6 49 U.S.C. Chapter 53, 49 CFR Appendix A to Part 609 - Elderly and Handicapped
governing human passengers, this means barking, biting, lunging, being aggressive, or accidents are generally not going to be tolerated while on the bus\(^7\). A paw print is not a license to misbehave, and does not imply a different behavioral standard than a service animal handler without a paw print should expect.

The intention and spirit of the ADA is to remove barriers for people with disabilities. For that reason, at LTD rider cards in general and paw print endorsements specifically have been made free and voluntary. An individual with a service animal should expect to be welcomed onto a bus whether they have a rider card, paw print, or not. Rider cards and paw print endorsements are incentivized by being free, convenient to obtain, and by adding efficiencies to every ride.

Transit agencies should be cautious to avoid any unnecessary fees or obstacles in obtaining half fare or a service animal endorsement, as it would disproportionately burden people with disabilities. There may be some instances in which a fee can be helpful. For example, while LTD does not charge for a new rider card, or a replacement card with a new endorsement, it does charge a fee for replacing lost or stolen cards. This helps incentivize card retention, as otherwise we noted that some riders would lose cards multiple times per month. We further incentivized retention by giving away lanyards that allowed passengers to carry their rider cards around their neck rather than somewhere more easily lost.

**Driver Feedback:**

“Those that participate are proud to show the paw print.”

**Arbitrary local policies**

LTD policy allows any animal on a bus in an enclosed carrier. On LTD property only service animals are allowed outside of a carrier while remaining under the full control of its handler, typically with a leash. While this report focuses on the impacts of service animal policy and procedure, it is important to note the obvious intersections with policies regarding pets and other animals.

Transit agencies typically will be required to allow all passengers to bring a service animal, but subject to State laws they may usually arbitrarily decide how policies address non-service animals. There are distinctions between many kinds of animals – pets, therapy animals, emotional assistance animals, guard dogs, etc\(^8\). These distinctions may have meaning in other contexts. For example, a landlord may be required to accommodate an emotional assistance animal in a “no pets” apartment. Airlines of course are subject to even more specific regulations via the Air Carrier Access Act. However elsewhere in transit there are generally no such requirements that we accommodate animals that are not service animals. A transit agency may typically choose not to allow pets on board, or may choose to allow

\(^7\) https://www.ada.gov/regs2010/service_animal_qa.html
emotional assistance animals while leashed. A common concern with less restrictive policies is when a non-service animal is aggressive, bites, or attacks another passenger or service animal. Similarly, many people with service animals may prefer a more restrictive policy to minimize the encounters their animal may have with other dogs. Close proximity between even the best behaved animals can invite behavioral problems.\(^9\) Allowing non-service animals outside of carriers increases the risk that all passengers and service animals are asked to undertake when riding.

When developing non-service animal policies, it is important to keep in mind that at the heart of public transit is a commitment to bring people where they need to go. Many public transit riders may not have another affordable transportation option, and may still rely upon their non-service animal in important ways. Emotional Support Animals are typically considered a reasonable modification in a “no pets” apartment precisely because of the intersection between the vital importance of housing and the necessity of an individual to have their emotional support animal. A public transit policy that outright prohibits non-service animals may prevent these people from performing certain daily life activities, or even travelling to see a veterinarian for their animal. On a more practical level, consider that passengers could choose to lie to the transit agency about the status of their animal if they have no other option to travel with their non-service animal. A more inclusive policy can help mitigate risk by encouraging honest participation.

A potential compromise is to allow non-service animals in an enclosed carrier. This minimizes the risk the animal will have negative interactions or injuries involving other people or animals, while still allowing access to public transit as an option. This admittedly may not be an ideal solution for larger non-service animals. Some passengers have found it convenient to utilize a wheeled carrier while boarding, which can either be detached from the wheeled portion or otherwise secured while on the bus.

LTD requires that service animals cannot utilize passenger seating or block aisles or paths of travel. It is important that bus layouts be designed to consider the occasional large dog on board. Simply allowing larger animals to spill into aisleways can create a safety hazard, for example if a passenger using a mobility device is unable to navigate to an exit because it is being blocked by an animal. Similarly, a dog with a nose or tail poking out may inadvertently get run over by a mobility device weighing many hundreds of pounds. LTD typically recommends that a service animal either be on the lap or tucked under the seat of its handler.

Finally, while seemingly obvious LTD has a policy requiring that at all humans and animals behave while on a bus, meaning no barking, biting, growling, lunging, aggression, or accidents while on the bus. We may also be asked to intervene with interpersonal behavioral problems, such as complaints that another passenger won’t stop distracting, petting, or attempting to feed another individual’s service animal.

---

\(^9\) Richmond, M., CPDT-KA. (March 13, 2013). “5 Things to Know About A Dog’s Threshold” Whole Dog Journal, (April), 2013
Non-arbitrary policies

Culturally, many in the United States feel that dogs are friends or family, and have strong opinions that can inform or influence policy decisions.\(^\text{10}\) Occasionally policy recommendations are being made that while possibly well intentioned, are not consistent with certain bright line regulations. For example, policies should not include size or breed restrictions. Perhaps most commonly, some communities have looked to restrict what are sometimes perceived to be aggressive breeds such as pit bulls.

However, this is also problematic purely from a practical standpoint. Making breed determinations based on appearance alone is unreliable\(^\text{11}\). Further, a dog might be part pit bull, so a community would need to determine how much pit bull was allowable. Lacking paperwork or pedigree, it may be difficult to prove if a dog is or isn’t a particular breed, absent genetic testing\(^\text{12}\). Even if genetic testing is required, logistic questions remain such as who will pay for it and whether every dog be subject to this level of scrutiny.

A policy that restricts size may have some foundation in utility but would likely be discriminatory. From a disability perspective, some people need to rely on larger animals as part of the task they have been trained to perform to assist with a disability. For example, someone may have a service animal trained to brace when their handler falls, or pull their wheelchair. These tasks may be of little use or be dangerous with a smaller animal. A wholesale ban on all larger animals would disproportionately impact those with certain disabilities best suited to be accommodated by larger animals.

However, while not recommended there may be some basis for an argument that an animal may be excluded due to a combination of size and capacity restrictions. One of the examples used on ADA.gov is someone wishing to bring two service animals into a restaurant, while only one fits under the table and the other would block an aisle. In this case, guidance states it is allowable that “staff may request that one of the dogs be left outside”. A counter argument is that while this could be reasonable request at a restaurant, it is not generally practical when someone is boarding a bus. Passengers can be reasonably expect that they can bring more than one service animal, for example one animal might be of a breed suited and trained to smell and detect life threatening allergens, while another is trained to navigate through spaces to find an open seat.

While we cannot generally restrict the number of service animals a passenger may bring on board, transit agencies should assume that bus layouts will need to accommodate passengers bringing at least one larger animal. For reference, a common example amongst transit agencies is having the capacity to


reasonably accommodate a service miniature horse, which can typically weigh 150-250 lbs. and stand up to 34” tall\(^\text{13}\).

Rider Feedback:

“I have severe social anxiety, having my dog with me makes it more bearable. A very nice driver took the time one day to tell me about it and who to talk to. I would just like to say thank you for the program and for the work you do, I’d be lost if I couldn’t have my dog with me, and wouldn’t go out near as much. God bless you. Thanks!”

**Non-Canine Service Animals**

Possibly the most stark difference between DOT and DOJ service animal guidance is the definition of a service animal itself. Starting March 15, 2011, the DOJ has recognized only dogs as service animals under titles II and III of the ADA. However, FTA circular 4710.1 notes that for transit purposes a service animal is a “dog or other animal individually trained to work or perform tasks for an individual with a disability” (emphasis added). It further notes that “While most service animals are dogs, DOT’s definition recognizes the possibility of other animals.”\(^\text{14}\)

This puts transit agencies in a challenging position of handling situations where a passenger may make claim to a service animal of questionable species, with little supporting federal guidance. It is clear that transit agencies cannot unilaterally ban non-canine service animals. Certain animals may be more obviously allowable, such as a monkey trained to pick medication up off the ground, or a miniature guide horse. However, the question remains of how a driver should be expected to respond when a passenger says they are bringing a service snake, or service parakeet? While these examples may seem exigent or extreme, they do happen and transit agencies should be prepared to respond when they do.

While there may be little support in the way of literature or established precedent, some speculations can be offered based upon a reasonableness standard. It is likely reasonable for transit agencies to include an extra step of due diligence when evaluating non-canine service animals. Typically this would mean a referral to meet with someone at the transit agency best equipped to make a determination on the animal’s status. In many situations it is likely unreasonable to assume that a bus operator can be trained to make an immediate determination for every species of animal that could potentially be boarded. As it is generally assumed allowable to follow a reasonable modification procedure for a service miniature horse, a similar procedure for other non-canine species should typically be followed.

\(^{13}\) http://www.amha.org/registration/how-to-measure  
\(^{14}\) Note that this guidance is reversed again for water transportation/passenger vessels, where non-canines are not typically considered service animals.
One additional consideration when evaluating non-canine animals are biological limitations of the species. For example, due to the structure of a reptile’s brain a snake may be biologically incapable of being individually trained to reliably perform certain specific tasks to assist someone with a disability. The high metabolism of a parakeet may render it biologically incapable of being housebroken. Care should be taken to ensure that any potentially mitigating circumstances are discussed during a reasonable modification process. Natural or spontaneous animal behaviors may be misinterpreted and are not considered individually trained, specific tasks that assist someone with a disability.

While transit agencies may be understandably reluctant to immediately allow a non-canine service animal, it is important to recognize that there is legitimacy for the reasons why an individual would choose a service animal that isn’t a dog. Other service animal species such as miniature horses can be an attractive option because of their long lifespan, if someone is allergic to dogs, or if someone belongs to a religious or cultural background where dogs are considered unclean.

Driver Feedback:
“I love dogs and really prefer only to question animals that are not following rules.”

Training

Training must balance the wide scope of information necessary with what is realistic for operators to retain throughout their daily work. Even individuals familiar with service animal regulations may be surprised to learn that different guidelines apply when in a restaurant, on an airplane, in an apartment, or on a bus. Oregon transit agencies and animal handlers alike can greatly benefit from the “Service and Assistance Animals in Oregon” guidebook15. All transit agencies should recognize that they may have State laws that influence local policies, but otherwise should generally rely on guidance from the Federal Transit Administration16.

The first opportunity an operator typically has to interact with a service animal and handler is in a boarding situation. Operators should be trained to ask two questions, “Is this a service animal?” and “What task is your service animal trained to perform?”

While seemingly simple, the reality is these questions can lead to conflict between bus operators and passengers. Even the best trained bus operators aren’t expected to be experts in the nuances of the ADA, and passengers aren’t always clear when answering the questions. A typical non-responsive answer to the task question we hear is “Seizures”, or “It’s for my PTSD”. These responses disclose a diagnosis or a disability but don’t actually tell us anything about whether their animal performs a trained task to assist them with a disability. For example, someone might say that their dog cuddles up to them, and their presence help mitigate their PTSD symptoms. As the service is provided through their presence

16 FTA Circular 4710.1, “Americans With Disabilities Act Guidance”
and not a trained task, this typically is considered more consistent with an emotional assistance or companion animal and we would require it to remain in an enclosed carrier. However someone might alternately tell us that as a returning veteran, their animal is trained to scout a room and report back that it is safe before entering, and that this assists them with symptoms of their PTSD. In this case we would thank them for their military service and welcome their service animal without requiring a carrier. In both cases we did not need to know about the PTSD diagnosis, and in fact made different determinations based entirely on what their animal has been trained to do. At the most simple level, people with disabilities can have both pets and service animals, and telling us only about their health status in itself does not help us make a determination about which their animal is.

Bus operators are trained to recognize and address behavioral issues with service animals. Beyond the trained task that a service animal performs, the expectation is that a service animal is trained to be in public spaces, which includes being around other people and animals. A “service animal in training” or “assistance animal trainee” in Oregon is still assumed to have already been trained as a dog and uphold a behavioral standard in public, but is receiving training to perform a specific task to assist someone with a disability.

Driver Feedback:

“Anything that speeds up the boarding process is appreciated.”

Untraining

One potential pitfall is for transit agencies to see publications that refer to guidance from the Department of Justice, and assume that it is universally applicable. While FTA does generally assume that DOJ guidance is often concurrent while on the bus, §37.21(c) explicitly notes that for FTA grantees, “The provisions of [Part 37] shall be interpreted in a manner that will make them consistent with applicable Department of Justice regulations. In any case of apparent inconsistency, the provisions of [Part 37] shall prevail”, meaning that transit agencies should be aware of and uphold important distinctions between FTA and DOJ guidance.

Many bus operators, passengers, and members of the public may make reasonable assumptions that simply aren’t true and require a certain degree of untraining or education to clarify. For example, vests, doctors notes, certifications, licensing, registration, and medical documentation may all have their

\[17\] 2017 Oregon Revised Statutes 659A.143

uses, but unnecessarily complicate the only piece of information truly needed when making a service animal determination – that the animal performs a trained task to assist someone with a disability.

Bus operators often benefit from a reminder that anyone can purchase a service animal vest online, and that they, and not a doctor, are making a determination on the service animal’s status. Conversely, if a passenger starts disclosing their diagnosis or medical history, they may benefit from a reminder that we are not doctors, but instead only need to know what task their service animal performs. Gentle encouragement to emphasize and simplify what is needed during boarding can often be a helpful relief to all involved.

**Special Cases**

There are nuances to service animal regulations that can be trained at a bus operator level, but don’t necessarily have to be. Operators should at least be made aware to call a supervisor during unusual circumstances if they feel unclear or unsure what to do. There will almost always be an exception to any rule, and it is not necessarily realistic to expect that operators know what to do in every circumstance. Transit agencies have many options, such as following a more formal reasonable modification procedure, working directly with a specific passenger to assist with their situation, or communicating out to all operators about a particular situation.

One example is uncontrolled barking, which is not allowed on LTD buses. Typically if a service animal barks the handler could expect a reminder from an LTD employee that their service animal needs to be under their full control at all times. However, someone might respond that their service animal barked as part of the task it performs to assist them due to a disability. A service animal might bark to remind a handler to take medication, or that it detects an upcoming seizure. In this case the activity is protected, and a transit agency cannot take further action, as the service animal remains under the control of the handler. Operators should have sufficient training to either know how to adequately respond, or to check in with someone who can assist them in these types of circumstances. The danger is in operators knowing the letter of the policy (no barking) but not fully understanding the spirit (allowing service animals to perform their work while under control of their handlers) and taking action accordingly.

Another example is when a service animal is needed to be off-leash. Due to a disability, a passenger may be unable to operate a leash. Alternatively, a handler may need their service animal to be off-leash to perform the task it assists them with. Both of these circumstances are permissible assuming the service animal remains under the full control (typically meaning voice or signal control) of their handler at all times. If a service animal only needs to be off-leash to perform a specific task, it is generally reasonable that it be leashed while not performing that task.

**Lying**

Untruthfulness does happen when determining a service animal status and is enough of a concern to warrant its own section for consideration. For any number of reasons, passengers may choose to lie and

---

19 [https://www.ada.gov/service_animals_2010.htm](https://www.ada.gov/service_animals_2010.htm)
misrepresent the status of their pet as a service animal. It is also possible a passenger may incorrectly believe they have a service animal, due to misinformation or an unscrupulous accreditation or certification company.

Transit operators can and do make assumptions about the legitimacy of a service animal independent of the questions they are allowed to ask. Even amongst service animal handlers participating in the paw print program, operators reported they felt slightly less than half, at 44.6%, had a legitimate service animal.

To some degree this is expected, and significant research has already been done to establish implicit association and unconscious biases. What is most important are the actions operators take after establishing these judgments, and it is troublesome that such a low degree of confidence exists for animals that transit agencies are required to board. Transit operators were asked qualitatively how they handled these kinds of disparities, where they felt an animal was not a service animal, but the handler was able to successfully meet the threshold requirements by answering the operator’s questions. While responses varied, there were three main themes described below.

- “I let the animal on, and watch their behavior.” This is generally the response an agency should train towards. The operator recognizes their responsibility to allow the handler to board with their service animal, and uphold a behavioral standard. However, an unreasonable or unwarranted amount of monitoring of the passenger’s animal should be discouraged, particularly in relation to other passengers or animals. For example, a warning to a handler whose service animal is appropriately under their seat, but has their tail sticking into the aisle can be appropriate. In the same circumstances, stopping a bus to begin an argument over blocking the aisle would generally be considered heavy handed. If an operator already holds a bias against an animal or handler, there is a potential that small problems may become magnified. Riders should not feel disproportionately scrutinized because of their disability status.

- “I just let everyone on and ignore them.” This attitude is symptomatic of an operator who has given up when faced with the complexities of making service animal determinations. Some operators volunteered that they felt asking any questions was unnecessary or a waste of their time. Others felt that they would get complaints filed against them for asking questions, so it was better just to let everyone ride. While simpler, this does a disservice to the transit agency and other passengers by increasing the risks associated with having obvious non-service animals freely comingle with passengers and service animals. Even experienced handlers with extremely highly trained and specialized service animals report increased risk of behavioral problems when other animals are in close proximity. The worst case scenario for a transit agency is an attack or unprovoked aggression from an animal, where in-vehicle cameras show an operator not doing their due diligence or upholding policy by simply asking about the status of an animal or responding to behavioral issues.

- “I continue to follow up with the passenger.” There are legitimate circumstances in which an operator needs to get additional information from a passenger, such as when they do not fully

---

answer questions about the status of their animal. However if a passenger has successfully met the threshold of establishing that their animal is a service animal, it is generally disastrous to continue the conversation in an attempt to “out” details to establish that it is really a non-service animal. Disparate treatment or creating additional barriers can lead to a civil rights violation. If you feel this is not a potential risk from operators in your area, do not underestimate the potential for someone to push the subject despite their best judgment when they feel they are “in the right”. Further, operators and passengers may begin to argue over other details, such as fare or timeliness, which can blur into the conversation about the status of their animal.

In short, once a passenger has stated they have a service animal by notifying us that it performs a trained task to assist them with a disability, suspicions of lying or any other inferences or biases must be put aside in favor of allowing the passenger to board with their animal. At that point, ride refusal of the animal can generally only be made by upholding a behavioral standard.

**Conflicts**

An immediate concern for transit agencies, drivers, and passengers is when conflicts center around a service animal. Perhaps most commonly, conflict can occur when a transit operator legitimately asks a passenger about the status of their animal, most frequently by asking if it is a service animal, and asking what task it is trained to perform. Conflicts can arise whenever there is a misunderstanding regarding either the status or the behavior of an animal when boarding.

From a passenger perspective, handling a service animal often means being asked questions about the status of the animal multiple times per day. Even just on transit, a round trip involving a transfer can mean being asked 8 questions about the animal, every single day. It is therefore not unexpected that a passenger’s patience may wear thin at times.

From an operator perspective, passengers may not always give clear answers to their questions about the status of an animal. If a passenger does not clearly and immediately respond with the task that their service animal performs, it can put the operator in a position of choosing between upholding policy and a potentially late departure.

When an operator and a passenger endlessly argue about the status or behavior of an animal, no one wins. This can sometimes be more related to customer service skills than knowledge of the ADA, but an unnecessary departure delay can unfairly draw attention to a specific passenger’s disability status and upset all passengers.

Transit agencies often have the advantage of reviewing these altercations after the fact, using in-bus audio and video. One common theme seen in these arguments at LTD that escalates the conflicts is a need on both sides to be right, often talking over one another with completely correct and factual information or citing policies or regulations verbatim. What this doesn’t accomplish is getting someone where they need to go. Bus operators should be prepared to bring their best customer service skills to the table, and to stay focused on what is necessary to get back on the road. Passengers can and will at times provide information that isn’t necessary or helpful, and it is the responsibility of the operator to
redirect the conversation back to a constructive place. For example, a passenger may cite the non-applicable animal policy of their apartment, or point to the service animal vest they bought online. A long public lecture about transit policy on a crowded bus probably isn’t going to help this situation, even if the operator is well intended in trying to provide an educational opportunity. Similarly, a passenger may have a need that is beyond an operator’s working experience, such as someone claiming to have an off-leash service ferret that is under their voice control and trained to interrupt harmful behaviors.

A service animal program gives operators an “out” in these situations, by giving them a point of contact to direct questions or concerns in a quiet, low stress setting with dedicated staff, providing consistent service. It lets both operators and passengers know that they will be supported in meeting their needs and helps people get where they need to go, instead of worrying about who is more right.

**Potential Challenges**

Transit agencies should take special care to ensure that participating service animal handlers are not imparted with privileges or barriers different than non-participants.

Drivers that are particularly eager may become the biggest champions of the program. 72.7% of operators referred at least one passenger for participation in the program. However particular caution should be taken that drivers are referring passengers to a voluntary program, and not suggesting in any way that participation is required or conditional for riding. Quite a bit of qualitative feedback indicated that drivers would like the program to become mandatory, which would generally be considered a violation of the rights of a passenger due to their disability status.

One rider noted they did not like the feeling of being marked by having a paw print endorsement on their rider card, and felt that it drew attention to their disability status. At LTD rider cards have utility beyond the paw print, and it is allowable if someone decides to change their status or participation in the program at any time.

The program may surprisingly reveal hidden biases, which creates new training opportunities either individually or systemically. For example, a small number of drivers noted they felt uncomfortable when someone with a paw print endorsement did not have their service animal with them, or that it was an indication that their animal was not a service animal.

Supervisors notably had the lowest program satisfaction rates of all participant groups, though with a small number of supervisors surveyed, and while still maintaining an overall positive response that the program increased efficiency and reduced conflict.

Many program participants expressed a desire for an expanded program and some sort of attestation about a service animal’s behavior. Even with a significant investment in training to the contrary, many employees continued to believe a paw print made a claim about the behavior of an animal. Qualitatively, this often seemed to result from a confusion that tried to link the status and behavior of an animal in some way. It could also be related to feedback from a small number of employees that they would prefer not to have to make any decisions relating to service animals. Employees needed to have the concept reinforced through training that a pet can be perfectly well behaved and that a service animal can exhibit bad behavior.
**Statistics**

Throughout 2018, Lane Transit District issued nearly 6,000 rider cards for older adults and people with disabilities eligible for half or free fare. Of those, 122 participants volunteered to take part in the service animal pilot program, and a paw print endorsement was added to their rider card. Lane Transit District also employed 197 bus operators who were trained to participate as part of the program. Rider and driver participants were separately surveyed to collect quantitative data on their experiences throughout the program. 15 supervisors were also separately surveyed their opinions of the program.

Passengers were asked these 7 questions via telephone, e-mail, and mail:

1. On a scale of 1 (least helpful) to 10 (most helpful), how would you rate your overall experience with the paw print program?

2. On a scale of 1 (difficult, or terrible) to 10 (easy, or great), how would you rate your experience obtaining a paw print card?

3. Does having a paw print encourage you to ride public transit more often?

4. In your opinion, have paw prints sped up the boarding process?

5. In your opinion, has a paw print decreased the number of conflicts with drivers regarding your service animal's status?

6. How did you first hear about the paw print program?

7. Are there any other comments or experiences you'd be willing to share?

Bus operators were asked similar but separate 7 questions via a fellow driver during breaks and between shifts:

1. On a scale of 1 (least helpful) to 10 (most helpful), how would you rate your overall experience with the paw print program?

2. In your opinion, have paw prints sped up the boarding process?

3. In your opinion, have paw prints decreased the number of conflicts with riders regarding their service animal's status?

4. Out of every 10 passengers that show you a paw print, how many animals have displayed behavioral problems while on the bus?

5. Out of every 10 passengers that show you a paw print, how many do you believe have a legitimate service animal?

6. Have you ever given a rider with an animal a referral for the paw print program?

7. Any other comments or experiences you'd be willing to share?
Supervisors were asked to provide written responses to 4 survey questions:

1. On a scale of 1 (least helpful) to 10 (most helpful), how would you rate your overall experience with the paw print program?

2. In your opinion, have paw prints sped up the boarding process?

3. In your opinion, have paw prints decreased the number of conflicts between riders and operators regarding their service animal's status?

4. Any comments or concerns are welcomed!

We received 47 voluntary survey responses out of 122 voluntary rider participants, 150 voluntary survey responses out of 197 mandatory operator participants, and 15 voluntary survey results out of 15 mandatory supervisor participants.

Comparing a null hypothesis for overall program satisfaction, we should expect to see significance for values above 50% as a benchmark of an average or middling experience, as program participants are generally comparing their experiences directly to those prior to the program initiation. It is important to note that differences between operator and passenger satisfaction rates could also be influenced by one group being voluntary and self-selected, with the other group being mandatory participants. In comparison to future data sets, it is suggested to carefully monitor the total number of voluntary participants as relative to the overall served population.

Even when factoring in standard deviation, overall satisfaction rates are well above middling performance measures for both mandatory and voluntary participants. Overall participation levels for voluntary participants is satisfactory to have a sufficient data set relative to the population size.

Data across all questions suggests high standard deviations, particularly for mandatory participants. Because of the particularly high average satisfaction rates, this suggests that there will typically be a handful of participants (and in particular employees) that may be unsupportive of the program. However, while this sentiment is important to acknowledge, it appears to be overwhelmingly drowned out by the strong support of the majority of drivers and riders.

**Passenger Results**

92.2% overall program satisfaction rate (37.7% response rate)

Standard deviation = \( \sqrt{\frac{\sum(x_i - \bar{x})^2}{n-1}} = \sqrt{112.7005/45} = 16.0\% \)

Standard error is \( s/\sqrt{n} = +/- 2.3\% \)
95.1% satisfaction rate with the experience of obtaining a paw print (38.5% response rate)

77.8% report choosing public transit more often (36.9% response rate)

93.3% state boardings have been faster (37.7% response rate)

91.5% believe conflicts with drivers have decreased (38.5% response rate)

Most participants heard about the program from their bus driver.
**Operator Results**

80.1% overall program satisfaction rate (74.6% response rate)

Standard deviation = \( \sqrt{\frac{\sum(x_i - \bar{x})^2}{n - 1}} = \sqrt{844.0777/146} = 24.0\% \)

Standard error is \( s/\sqrt{n} = +/- 2.0\% \)

90.7% believe paw prints have sped up boardings (76.1% response rate)

78.0% believe conflicts with passengers have decreased (76.1% response rate)

12.4% of participating service animals displayed behavioral issues to operators (74.6% response rate)

44.6% of participating service animals are believed to be legitimate by operators (74.6% response rate)

72.7% have referred a passenger to participate in the program (76.1% response rate)

**Supervisor Results**

64.6% overall satisfaction rate (87.5% response rate)

80% believe paw prints have sped up boardings (100% response rate)

73.3% believe conflicts between passengers and operators has decreased (100% response rate)

**Conclusions**

While still early to draw any substantive conclusions, early indicators do point towards encouraging successes at a local level. An above 80% satisfaction rate from both drivers and riders is significant, particularly for a program in which many participants are very opinionated.
Data from drivers in particular highlighted one specific advantage of the program. All animal handlers that received a paw print endorsement were determined to successfully meet the ADA threshold for a service animal, meaning they were able to describe that their service animal was trained to perform a specific task to assist them due to a disability. As such, they were entitled to board with their service animal. However, despite a relatively low incidence of behavioral problems, drivers reported that they perceived over half of all handlers with paw prints as not having a legitimate service animal. On one side, operators could still choose to allow a service animal to board in situations when they suspect a handler is lying, but is still able to successfully answer questions about the status of their service animal. On the other side, this bias even when unconscious may negatively impact the determinations operators make when evaluating the status of an animal when boarding. By utilizing a paw print, it removes the need for multiple operators to make determinations and minimizes the risk of a decision that could violate the rights of a person with a disability. Instead, these evaluations can be made by staff best positioned to make a determination due to focused training and expertise. It further reinforces and focuses training to uphold a behavioral standard which is independent of the operator’s perception of the animal’s status. The goal is therefore to have a more consistent boarding experience and a more uniform application of policy, rather than risk different interpretations of what the ADA requires. Participation is incentivized for both riders and drivers by promoting a faster boarding process and reducing conflict.

Next steps could include participation of other transit agencies from within Oregon or eventually nationwide. A larger dataset could help reinforce or improve the conclusions of the report. In particular, different population sizes, geographies, and even modes of transit such as light rail could dramatically change the considerations which are currently limited to the experiences of Lane Transit District. Hopefully this report can serve as the starting point to begin that work.